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We present a measurement of theW boson mass using data collected by the DO” experiment at the Fermilab
Tevatron during 1994–1995. We identifyW bosons by their decays toen final states where the electron is
detected in a forward calorimeter. We extract theW boson massMW by fitting the transverse mass and
transverse electron and neutrino momentum spectra from a sample of 11 089W→en decay candidates. We use
a sample of 1687 dielectron events, mostly due toZ→ee decays, to constrain our model of the detector
response. Using the forward calorimeter data, we measureMW580.69160.227 GeV. Combining the forward
calorimeter measurements with our previously published central calorimeter results, we obtainMW580.482
60.091 GeV.
PACS number~s!: 14.70.Fm, 12.15.Ji, 13.38.Be, 13.85.Qk
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I. INTRODUCTION
In this article we describe the first measurement@1# of the
mass of theW boson using electrons detected at large rapidi-
ties ~i.e., between 1.5 and 2.5! We use data collected in
1994–1995 with the DO” detector@2# at the Fermilab Teva-
tron pp̄ collider. This measurement performed with the DO”
forward calorimeters@3# complements our previous measure-
ments with central electrons@4,5# and the more complete
combined rapidity coverage gives useful constraints on
model parameters that permit reduction of the systematic er-
ror, in addition to increasing the statistical precision.
The study of the properties of theW boson began in 1983
with its discovery by the UA1@6# and UA2 @7# Collabora-
tions at the CERNpp̄ collider. Together with the discovery
of the Z boson in the same year@8,9#, it provided a direct
confirmation of the unified description of the weak and elec-
tromagnetic interactions@10#, which—together with the
theory of the strong interaction, quantum chromodynamics
~QCD!—now constitutes the standard model.
Since theW andZ bosons are carriers of the weak force,
their properties are intimately coupled to the structure of the
model. The properties of theZ boson have been studied in
great detail ine1e2 collisions @11#. The study of theW
boson has proved to be significantly more difficult, since it is
charged and so cannot be resonantly produced ine11e2
collisions. Until recently its direct study has therefore been
the realm of experiments atpp̄ colliders @4,5,12,13#. Direct
measurements of theW boson mass have also been carried
out at the CERNe1e2 collider LEP2 @14–17# using non-
resonantW pair production. A summary of these measure-
ments can be found in Table XI at the end of this article.
The standard model links theW boson mass to other pa-
rameters,
MW
25S pa~MZ2!A2GF D MZ
2
~MZ
22MW
2 !~12Dr EW!
~1!
in the ‘‘on shell’’ scheme@18#. Aside from the radiative
correctionsDr EW , the W boson mass is thus determined by
three precisely measured quantities, the mass of theZ boson
MZ @11#, the Fermi constantGF @19#, and the electromag-
netic coupling constanta evaluated atQ25MZ
2 @19#:
MZ591.186760.0021 GeV, ~2!
GF5~1.1663960.00001!310
25 GeV22, ~3!
a5~128.8860.09!21. ~4!
From the measuredW boson mass, we can derive the size of
the radiative correctionsDr EW . Within the framework of the
standard model, these corrections are dominated by loops
involving the top quark and the Higgs boson~see Fig. 1!.
The correction from thetb̄ loop is substantial because of the
large mass difference between the two quarks. It is propor-
tional tomt
2 for large values of the top quark massmt . Since
mt has been measured@20,21#, this contribution can be cal-
culated within the standard model. For a large Higgs boson
mass,mH , the correction from the Higgs loop is proportional
to ln(mH). In extensions to the standard model, new particles
may give rise to additional corrections to the value ofMW .
In the minimal supersymmetric extension of the standard
model ~MSSM!, for example, additional corrections can in-
crease the predictedW mass by up to 250 MeV@22#.
A measurement of theW boson mass therefore constitutes
a test of the standard model. In conjunction with a measure-
ment of the top quark mass, the standard model predictsMW
up to a 200 MeV uncertainty due to the unknown Higgs
boson mass. By comparing the standard model calculation to
the measured value of theW boson mass, we can constrain
the mass of the Higgs boson, the agent of the electroweak
symmetry breaking in the standard model that has up to now
eluded experimental detection. A discrepancy with the range
allowed by the standard model could indicate new physics.
The experimental challenge is thus to measure theW boson
mass to sufficient precision, about 0.1%, to be sensitive to
these corrections.
II. OVERVIEW
A. Conventions
We use a Cartesian coordinate system with thez axis
defined by the direction of the proton beam, thex axis point-
ing radially out of the Tevatron ring, and they axis pointing
up. A vectorpW is then defined in terms of its projections on
these three axes,px , py , pz . Since protons and antiprotons
in the Tevatron are unpolarized, all physical processes are
invariant with respect to rotations around the beam direction.
It is therefore convenient to use a cylindrical coordinate sys-
tem, in which the same vector is given by the magnitude of
its component transverse to the beam direction,pT , its azi-
muth f, andpz . In pp̄ collisions, the center-of-mass frame
of the parton-parton collisions is approximately at rest in the
plane transverse to the beam direction but has an undeter-
mined motion along the beam direction. Therefore the plane
transverse to the beam direction is of special importance, and
sometimes we work with two-dimensional vectors defined in
the x-y plane. They are written with a subscriptT, e.g.,pW T .
We also use spherical coordinates by replacingpz with the
polar angleu ~as measured betweenpz and thez axis! or the
pseudorapidityh52 ln tan(u/2). The origin of the coordi-
nate system is in general the reconstructed position of thepp̄
interaction when describing the interaction, and the geo-
metrical center of the detector when describing the detector.
For convenience, we use units in which5\51.
B. Boson production and decay
In pp̄ collisions atAs51.8 TeV, W and Z bosons are
produced predominantly through quark-antiquark annihila-
FIG. 1. Loop diagrams contributing to theW boson mass.
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tion. Figure 2 shows the lowest-order diagrams. The quarks
in the initial state may radiate gluons which are usually very
soft but may sometimes be energetic enough to give rise to
hadron jets in the detector. In the reaction, the initial proton
and antiproton break up and the fragments hadronize. We
refer to everything except the vector boson and its decay
products collectively as the underlying event. Since the ini-
tial proton and antiproton momentum vectors add to zero, the
same must be true for the vector sum of all final state mo-
menta and therefore the vector boson recoils against all par-
ticles in the underlying event. The sum of the transverse
momenta of the recoiling particles must balance the trans-
verse momentum of the boson, which is typically small com-
pared to its mass but has a long tail to large values.
We identifyW andZ bosons by their leptonic decays. The
DO” detector~Sec. III! is best suited for a precision measure-
ment of electrons and positrons,1 and we therefore use the
decay channelW→en to measure theW boson mass.Z
→eedecays serve as an important calibration sample. About
11% of theW bosons decay toen and about 3.3% of theZ
bosons decay toee. The leptons typically have transverse
momenta of about half the mass of the decaying boson and
are well isolated from other large energy deposits in the calo-
rimeter. Gauge vector boson decays are the dominant source
of isolated high-pT leptons at the Tevatron, and therefore
these decays allow us to select clean samples ofW and Z
boson decays.
C. Event characteristics
In events due to the processpp̄→(W→en)1X, whereX
stands for the underlying event, we detect the electron and all
particles recoiling against theW boson with pseudorapidity
24,h,4. The neutrino escapes undetected. In the calorim-
eter we cannot resolve individual recoil particles, but we
measure their energies summed over detector segments. Re-
coil particles with uhu.4 escape unmeasured through the
beampipe, possibly carrying away substantial momentum
along the beam direction. This means that we cannot mea-
sure the sum of thez components of the recoil momenta,uz ,
precisely. Since these particles escape at a very small angle
with respect to the beam, their transverse momenta are typi-
cally small, and neglecting them in the sum of the transverse
recoil momenta,uW T causes a small amount of smearing ofuW T.
We measureuW T by summing the observed energy flow vec-
torially over all detector segments. Thus, we reduce the re-
construction of every candidate event to a measurement of
the electron momentumpW (e) anduW T.
Since the neutrino escapes undetected, the sum of all mea-
sured final state transverse momenta does not add to zero.
The missing transverse momentump”W T , required to balance
the transverse momentum sum, is a measure of the transverse
momentum of the neutrino. The neutrino momentum compo-
nent along the beam direction cannot be determined, because
uz is not measured well. The signature of aW→en decay is
therefore an isolated high-pT electron and large missing
transverse momentum.
In the case ofZ→eedecays, the signature consists of two
isolated high-pT electrons and we measure the momenta of
both leptons,pW (e1) andpW (e2), anduW T in the detector.
D. Mass measurement strategy
Since pz(n) is unknown, we cannot reconstruct theen
invariant mass forW→en candidate events and therefore
must resort to other kinematic variables for the mass mea-
surement.
For recent measurements@12,13,5,4# the transverse mass
mT5A2pT~e!pT~n!$12cos@f~e!2f~n!#% ~5!
was used. This variable has the advantage that its spectrum is
relatively insensitive to the production dynamics of theW
boson. Corrections tomT due to the motion of theW are of
order (qT /MW)
2, whereqT is the transverse momentum of
the W boson. It is also insensitive to selection biases that
prefer certain event topologies~Sec. VI D!. However, it
makes use of the inferred neutrinopT and is therefore sensi-
tive to the response of the detector to the recoil particles.
The electronpT spectrum provides an alternative mea-
surement of theW mass. It is measured with better resolution
than the neutrinopT and is insensitive to the recoil momen-
tum measurement. However, its shape is sensitive to the mo-
tion of the W boson and receives corrections of order
qT /MW . It thus requires a better understanding of theW
boson production dynamics than themT spectrum does.
These effects are illustrated in Figs. 3 and 4, which show
the effect of the motion of theW bosons and the detector
resolutions on the shapes of themT and pT(e) spectra. The
solid line shows the shape of the distribution before the de-
tector simulation and withqT50. The points show the shape
after qT is added to the system, and the shaded histogram
also includes the detector simulation. We observe that the
shape of themT spectrum is dominated by detector resolu-
tions and the shape of thepT(e) spectrum by the motion of
the W boson.
The shape of the neutrinopT spectrum is sensitive to both
the W boson production dynamics and the recoil momentum
measurement. By performing the measurement using all
three spectra, we provide a powerful cross check with
complementary systematics.
All three spectra are equally sensitive to the electron en-
ergy response of the detector. We calibrate this response by
1In the following we use ‘‘electron’’ generically for both electrons
and positrons.
FIG. 2. Lowest order diagrams forW andZ boson production.
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forcing the observed dielectron mass peak in theZ→ee
sample to agree with the knownZ mass@11# ~Sec. VI!. This
means that we effectively measure the ratio ofW and Z
masses, which is equivalent to a measurement of theW mass
because theZ mass is known precisely.
To carry out these measurements, we perform a maximum
likelihood fit to the spectra. Since the shape of the spectra,
including all the experimental effects, cannot be computed
analytically, we need a Monte Carlo simulation program that
can predict the shape of the spectra as a function of theW
mass. To measure theW mass to a precision of order 100
MeV, we wish to estimate individual systematic effects with
a statistical error of 5 MeV. Our technique requires a Monte
Carlo sample of 107 acceptedW bosons for each such effect.
The program therefore must be capable of generating large
event samples in a reasonable time. We obtain the required
Monte Carlo statistics by employing a parametrized model of
the detector response.
We next summarize the aspects of the accelerator and
detector that are important for our measurement~Sec. III!.
Then we describe the data selection~Sec. IV! and the fast
Monte Carlo model~Sec. V!. Most parameters in the model
are determined from our data. We describe the determination
of the various components of the Monte Carlo model in Secs.
VI–IX. After tuning the model, we fit the kinematic spectra
~Sec. X!, perform some consistency checks~Sec. XI!, and
discuss the systematic uncertainties~Sec. XII!. We present
the error analysis in Sec. XIII, and summarize the results and
present the conclusions in Sec. XIV.
III. EXPERIMENTAL METHOD
A. Accelerator
During the data run, the Fermilab Tevatron@23# collided
proton and antiproton beams at a center-of-mass energy of
As51.8 TeV. Six bunches each of protons and antiprotons
circulated around the ring in opposite directions. Bunches
crossed at the intersection regions every 3.5ms. During the
1994–1995 running period, the accelerator reached a peak
luminosity of 2.531031 cm22 s21 and delivered an inte-
grated luminosity of about 100 pb21. The beam interaction
region at DO” was at the center of the detector with an rms
length of 27 cm.
The Tevatron tunnel also housed a 150 GeV proton syn-
chrotron, called the Main Ring, used as an injector for the
Tevatron and accelerated protons for antiproton production
during collider operation. Since the Main Ring beampipe
passed through the outer section of the DO” calorimeter, pass-
ing proton bunches gave rise to backgrounds in the detector.
We eliminated this background using timing cuts based on
the accelerator clock signal.
B. Detector
1. Overview
The DO” detector consists of three major subsystems: an
inner tracking detector, a calorimeter, and a muon spectrom-
eter. It is described in detail in Ref.@2#. We describe only the
features that are most important for this measurement.
2. Inner tracking detector
The inner tracking detector is designed to measure the
trajectories of charged particles. It consists of a vertex drift
chamber, a transition radiation detector, a central drift cham-
ber ~CDC!, and two forward drift chambers~FDCs!. There is
no central magnetic field. The CDC covers the regionuhu
,1.0. The FDC covers the region 1.4,uhu,3.0. Each FDC
consists of three separate chambers: aF module, with radial
wires which measures thef coordinate, sandwiched between
a pair ofQ modules which measure~approximately! the ra-
dial coordinate. Figure 5 shows one of the two FDC detec-
tors.
3. Calorimeter
The uranium/liquid-argon sampling calorimeter~Fig. 6! is
the most important part of the detector for this measurement.
FIG. 3. ThemT spectrum forW bosons withqT50 ~solid line!,
with the correctqT distribution (d), and with detector resolutions
~shaded!.
FIG. 4. ThepT(e) spectrum forW bosons withqT50 ~solid
line!, with the correctqT distribution (d), and with detector reso-
lutions ~shaded!.
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There are three calorimeters: a central calorimeter~CC! and
two end calorimeters~EC!, each housed in its own cryostat.
Each is segmented into an electromagnetic~EM! section, a
fine hadronic~FH! section, and a coarse hadronic~CH! sec-
tion, with increasingly coarser sampling.
The ECEM section~Fig. 7! has a monolithic construction
of alternating uranium plates, liquid-argon gaps, and
multilayer printed-circuit readout boards. Each end calorim-
eter is divided into about 1000 pseudo-projective towers,
each covering 0.130.1 in h3f. The EM section is seg-
mented into four layers, 0.3, 2.6, 7.9, and 9.3 radiation
lengths thick. The third layer, in which electromagnetic
showers typically reach their maximum, is transversely seg-
mented into cells covering 0.0530.05 inh3f. The EC had-
ronic section is segmented into five layers. The entire calo-
rimeter is 7–9 nuclear interaction lengths thick. There are no
projective cracks in the calorimeter and it provides hermetic
and almost uniform coverage for particles withuhu,4.
The signals from arrays of 232 calorimeter towers cov-
ering 0.230.2 in h3f are added together electronically for
the EM section alone and for the EM and hadronic sections
together, and shaped with a fast rise time for use in the level
1 trigger. We refer to these arrays of 23 calorimeter towers
as ‘‘trigger towers.’’
The liquid argon has unit gain and the end calorimeter
response was extremely stable during the entire run. The
liquid-argon response was monitored with radioactive
sources ofa andb particles throughout the run, as were the
gains and pedestals of all readout channels. Details can be
found in Ref.@24#.
The ECEM calorimeter provides a measurement of en-
ergy and position of the electrons from theW and Z boson
decays. Because of the fine segmentation of the third layer,
we can measure the position of the shower centroid with a
precision of about 1 mm in the azimuthal and radial direc-
tions.
We have studied the response of the ECEM calorimeter to
electrons in beam tests@3,25#. To reconstruct the electron
energy we add the signalsai observed in each EM layer (i
51, . . . ,4) and thefirst FH layer (i 55) of an array of 5
35 calorimeter towers, centered on the most energetic
tower, weighted by a layer-dependent sampling weightsi ,
E5A(
i 51
5
siai2dEC. ~6!
To determine the sampling weights we minimize
x2 5 (
~p2E!2
sEM
2
, ~7!
where the sum runs over all events,sEM is the resolution
given in Eq.~8! and p is the beam momentum. We obtain
A53.74 MeV/ADC count, dEC52300 MeV, s151.47,
s251.00, s451.10, ands551.67. We arbitrarily fixs351.
The value ofdEC depends on the amount of uninstrumented
material in front of the calorimeter. The parameterss1 to s4
weight the four EM layers ands5 the first FH layer. Figure 8
shows the fractional deviation ofE as a function of the beam
momentump. Above 20 GeV the non-linearity is less than
0.1%.
FIG. 5. An exploded view of a DO” forward drift chamber
~FDC!.
FIG. 6. A cutaway view of the DO” calorimeter and tracking
system.
FIG. 7. The ECEM section of an end calorimeter.
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The fractional energy resolution can be parametrized as a
function of electron energy using constant, sampling, and
noise terms as
S sEME D
2
5cEM
21S sEMAE D
2
1S nEME D
2
, ~8!
with cEM50.003, sEM50.157 GeV
1/2, and nEM
50.29 GeV in the end calorimeters, as measured in beam
tests@3,25#.
4. Muon spectrometer
The DO” muon spectrometer consists of five separate
solid-iron toroidal magnets, together with sets of propor-
tional drift tube chambers to measure the track coordinates.
The central toroid covers the regionuhu<1, two end toroids
cover 1,uhu<2.5, and the small-angle muon system covers
2.5,uhu<3.6. There is one layer of chambers inside the tor-
oids and two layers outside for detecting and reconstructing
the trajectory and the momentum of muons.
5. Luminosity monitor
Two arrays of scintillator hodoscopes, mounted in front of
the EC cryostats, register hits with a 220 ps time resolution.
They serve to detect the occurrence of an inelasticpp̄ inter-
action. The particles from the breakup of the proton give rise
to hits in the hodoscopes on one side of the detector that are
tightly clustered in time. For events with a single interaction,
the location of the interaction vertex can be determined with
a resolution of 3 cm from the time difference between the
hits on the two sides of the detector for use in the level 2
trigger. This array is also called the level 0 trigger because
the detection of an inelasticpp̄ interaction is required for
most triggers.
6. Trigger
Readout of the detector is controlled by a two-level trig-
ger system. Level 1 consists of anAND-OR network that can
be programmed to trigger on app̄ crossing if a number of
preselected conditions are satisfied. The level 1 trigger deci-
sion is taken within the 3.5ms time interval between cross-
ings. As an extension to level 1, a trigger processor~level
1.5! may be invoked to execute simple algorithms on the
limited information available at the time of a level 1 accept.
For electrons, the processor uses the energy deposits in each
trigger tower as inputs. The detector cannot accept any trig-
gers until the level 1.5 processor completes execution and
accepts or rejects the event.
Level 2 of the trigger consists of a farm of 48 VAXstation
4000’s. At this level, the complete event is available. More
sophisticated algorithms refine the trigger decisions and
events are accepted based on preprogrammed conditions.
Events accepted by level 2 are written to magnetic tape for
off-line reconstruction.
IV. DATA SELECTION
A. Trigger
The conditions required at trigger level 1 forW and Z
boson candidates are the following:
~i! pp̄ interaction: Level 0 hodoscopes register hits con-
sistent with app̄ interaction. Using monitor trigger data, the
efficiency of this condition has been measured to be 98.6%.
~ii ! Main Ring veto: No Main Ring proton bunch passes
through the detector within 800 ns of thepp̄ crossing and no
protons were injected into the Main Ring less than 400 ms
before thepp̄ crossing.
~iii ! EM trigger towers: There are one or more EM trigger
towers withE sinu.T, whereE is the energy measured in
the tower,u is the polar angle of the tower with the beam
measured from the center of the detector, andT is a program-
mable threshold. This requirement is fully efficient for elec-
trons withpT.2T.
The level 1.5 processor recomputes the transverse elec-
tron energy by adding the adjacent EM trigger tower with the
largest signal to the EM trigger tower that exceeded the level
1 threshold. In addition, the signal in the EM trigger tower
that exceeded the level 1 threshold must constitute at least
85% of the signal registered in this tower if the hadronic
layers are also included. This EM fraction requirement is
fully efficient for electron candidates that pass our offline
selection~Sec. IV D!.
Level 2 uses the EM trigger tower that exceeded the level
1 threshold as a starting point. The level 2 algorithm finds
the most energetic of the four calorimeter towers that make
up the trigger tower, and sums the energy in the EM sections
of a 333 array of calorimeter towers around it. It checks the
longitudinal shower shape by applying cuts on the fraction of
the energy in the different EM layers. The transverse shower
shape is characterized by the energy deposition pattern in the
third EM layer. The difference between the energies in con-
centric regions covering 0.2530.25 and 0.1530.15 in h
3f must be consistent with an electron. Level 2 also im-
poses an isolation condition requiring
(
i
Ei sinu i2pT
pT
,0.15, ~9!
whereEi andu i are the energy and polar angle of celli, the
sum runs over all cells within a cone of radiusR
FIG. 8. The fractional deviation of the reconstructed electron
energy from the beam momentum from beam tests of an ECEM
module.
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5ADf21Dh250.4 around the electron direction andpT is
the transverse momentum of the electron@26#.
The pT of the electron computed at level 2 is based on its
energy and thez position of the interaction vertex measured
by the level 0 hodoscopes. Level 2 accepts events that have a
minimum number of EM clusters that satisfy the shape cuts
and havepT above a preprogrammed threshold. Figure 9
shows the measured relative efficiency of the level 2 electron
filter for forward electrons versus electronpT for a level 2pT
threshold of 20 GeV. We determine this efficiency usingZ
boson data taken with a lower threshold value~16 GeV! for
one electron. The efficiency is the fraction of electrons above
a level 2pT threshold of 20 GeV. The curve is the param-
etrization used in the fast Monte Carlo model~see Sec. V!.
Level 2 also computes the missing transverse momentum
based on the energy registered in each calorimeter cell and
the vertexz position as measured by the level 0 hodoscopes.
The level 2W boson trigger requires minimump” T of 15
GeV. We determine the efficiency curve for a 15 GeV level
2 p” T requirement from data taken without the level 2p” T
condition. Figure 10 shows the measured efficiency versus
pT(n) as computed for theW mass analysis, when the elec-
tron is detected in the end calorimeters. The curve is the
parametrization used in the fast Monte Carlo model.
B. Reconstruction
1. Electron
We identify electrons as clusters of adjacent calorimeter
cells with significant energy deposits. Only clusters with at
least 90% of their energy in the EM section and at least 60%
of their energy in the most energetic calorimeter tower are
considered as electron candidates. For most electrons we also
reconstruct a track in the CDC or FDC that points towards
the centroid of the cluster.
We compute the forward electron energyE(e) from the
signals in all cells of the EM layers and the first FH layer
whose centers lie within a projective cone of radius 20 cm
and centered at the cluster centroid. In the computation we
use the sampling weights and calibration constants deter-
mined using the test-beam data~Sec. III B 3!, except for the
overall energy scaleA and the offsetdEC, which we take
from an in situ calibration~Sec. VI E!.
The calorimeter shower centroid position (xcal, ycal, zcal),
the track coordinates (xtrk , ytrk , ztrk), and the proton beam
trajectory define the electron angle. We determine the posi-
tion of the electron shower centroidxW cal5(xcal,ycal,zcal) in
the calorimeter from the energy depositions in the third EM
layer by computing the weighted mean of the positionsxW i of
the cell centers,
xW cal5
(
i
wixW i
(
i
wi
. ~10!
The weights are given by
wi5maxX0,w01 logS EiE~e! D C, ~11!
whereEi is the energy in celli , w0 is a parameter which
depends uponh(e), andE(e) is the energy of the electron.
The FDC track coordinates are reported at a fixedz position
using a straight line fit to all the drift chamber hits on the
track. The calibration of the radial coordinates measured in
the cylindrical coordinate system contributes a systematic
uncertainty to theW boson mass measurement. Using tracks
from many events reconstructed in the vertex drift chamber,
we measure the beam trajectory for every run. The closest
approach to the beam trajectory of the line through the
shower centroid and the track coordinates defines thez posi-
FIG. 9. The relative efficiency of the level 2 electron filter for a
threshold of 20 GeV for EC electrons, as a function of thepT(e)
computed off line for theW boson mass analysis.
FIG. 10. The efficiency of a 15 GeV level 2p” T requirement for
EC electrons, as a function of thepT(n) computed for theW boson
mass analysis.
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tion of the interaction vertex (zvtx). The beam trajectory pro-
vides (xvtx ,yvtx). In Z→ee events, we may have two elec-
tron candidates with tracks. In this case we take the point
determined from the more central electron as the interaction
vertex, because this gives better resolution. Using only the
electron track to determine the position of the interaction
vertex, rather than all tracks in the event, makes the resolu-
tion of this measurement less sensitive to the luminosity and
avoids confusion between vertices in events with more than
onepp̄ interaction.
We then define the azimuthf(e) and the polar angle
u(e) of the electron using the vertex and the shower centroid
positions
tanf~e!5
ycal2yvtx
xcal2xvtx
, ~12!
tanu~e!5
Axcal2 1ycal2 2Axvtx2 1yvtx2
zcal2zvtx
. ~13!
Neglecting the electron mass, the momentum of the electron
is given by
pW ~e!5E~e!S sinu~e! cosf~e!sinu~e! sinf~e!
cosu~e!
D . ~14!
2. Recoil
We reconstruct the transverse momentum of all particles
recoiling against theW or Z boson by taking the vector sum
uW T5(
i
Ei sinu i S cosf isinf i D , ~15!
where the sum runs over all calorimeter cells that were read
out, except those that belong to electron cones.Ei are the cell
energies, andf i and u i are the azimuth and polar angle of
the center of celli with respect to the interaction vertex.
3. Derived quantities
In the case ofZ→ee decays, we define the dielectron
momentum
pW ~ee!5pW ~e1!1pW ~e2! ~16!
and the dielectron invariant mass
m~ee!5A2E~e1!E~e2!~12cosv!, ~17!
wherev is the opening angle between the two electrons. It is
useful to define a coordinate system in the plane transverse
to the beam that depends only on the electron directions. We
follow the conventions first introduced by UA2@12# and call
the axis along the inner bisector of the transverse directions
of the two electrons theh axis and the axis perpendicular to
that thej axis. Projections on these axes are denoted with
subscriptsh or j. Figure 11 illustrates these definitions.
In the case ofW→en decays, we define the transverse
neutrino momentum
pW T~n!52pW T~e!2uW T ~18!
and the transverse mass@Eq. ~5!#. Useful quantities are the
projection of the transverse recoil momentum on the trans-
verse component of the electron direction,
ui5uW T• p̂T~e!, ~19!
and the projection perpendicular to the transverse component
of the electron direction,
u'5uW T•@ p̂T~e!3 ẑ#. ~20!
Figure 12 illustrates these definitions.
C. Electron identification
1. Fiducial cuts
Electrons in the ECEM are defined by the pseudorapidity
h of the cluster centroid position with respect to the center of
the detector. We define forward electrons by 1.5<uhdet(e)u
<2.5.
2. Quality variables
We test how well the shape of a cluster agrees with that
expected for an electromagnetic shower by computing a
quality variable (x2) for all cell energies using a 41-
dimensional covariance matrix. The covariance matrix was
determined fromGEANT-based @27# simulations @28# that
were tuned to agree with extensive test beam measurements.
To determine how well a track matches a cluster, we ex-
trapolate the track to the third EM layer in the end calorim-
eter and compute the distance between the extrapolated track
and the cluster centroid in the azimuthal direction,Ds and in
the radial direction,Dr. The variable
s trk
2 5S DsdsD
2
1S Drdr D
2
~21!
quantifies the quality of the match. The parametersds
50.25 cm anddr51.0 cm are the resolutions with which
Ds andDr are measured, as determined using the end calo-
rimeter electrons fromW→en decays.
In the EC, electrons must have a matched track in the
forward drift chamber to suppress background due to misi-
dentification. In the CC, we define ‘‘tight’’ and ‘‘loose’’ cri-
teria. The tight criteria require a matched track in the CDC,
defined as the track with the smallests trk . The loose criteria
do not require a matched track and help increase the electron
finding efficiency forZ→ee decays with at least one central
electron.
The isolation fraction is defined as
f iso5
Econe2Ecore
Ecore
, ~22!
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whereEcone is the energy in a cone of radiusR50.4 around
the direction of the electron, summed over the entire depth of
the calorimeter, andEcore is the energy in a cone ofR50.2,
summed over the EM calorimeter only.
We use thedE/dx information provided by the FDC on
the tracks associated with the EM calorimeter cluster. The
dE/dx information helps to distinguish between singly ion-
izing electron tracks and doubly ionizing tracks from photon
conversions.
We identify electron candidates in the forward detectors
by making loose cuts on the shower shapex2, the track-
cluster match quality, and the shower electromagnetic energy
fraction. The electromagnetic energy fraction is the ratio of
the cluster energy measured in the electromagnetic calorim-
eter to the total cluster energy~including the hadronic calo-
rimeter!, and is a measure of the longitudinal shower profile.
We then use a cut on a 4-variable likelihood ratiol4 which
combines the information in these variables and the track
dE/dx into a single variable. The final cut on the likelihood
ratio l4 gives the maximum discrimination between elec-
trons and jet background, i.e. gives the maximum back-
ground rejection for any given electron selection efficiency.
Figure 13 shows the distributions of the quality variables
for electrons in the EC data; the arrows indicate the cut val-
ues. Table I summarizes the electron selection criteria.
D. Data samples
The data were collected during the 1994–1995 Tevatron
run. After the removal of runs in which parts of the detector
were not operating adequately, the data correspond to an
integrated luminosity of 82 pb21. We selectW boson decay
candidates by requiring
Level 1: pp̄ interaction
Main Ring Veto
EM trigger tower above 10 GeV
Level 1.5: >1 EM cluster above 15 GeV
Level 2: electron candidate withpT.20 GeV
momentum imbalancep” T.15 GeV
off line: >1 tight electron candidate in EC
pT(e).30 GeV
pT(n).30 GeV
uT,15 GeV.
This selection gives us 11 089W boson candidates. We se-
lect Z boson decay candidates by requiring
Level 1: pp̄ interaction
>2 EM trigger towers above 7 GeV
Level 1.5: >1 EM cluster above 10 GeV
Level 2: >2 electron candidates withpT.20 GeV
off line: >2 electron candidates
pT(e).30 GeV (EC)
or pT(e).25 GeV ~CC!.
We acceptZ→eedecays with at least one electron candidate
in the EC and the other in the CC or the EC. EC candidates
must pass the tight electron selection criteria. A CC candi-
date may pass only the loose criteria. We use the 1687 events
with at least one electron in the EC~CC/EC 1 EC/EC Z
FIG. 11. Illustration of momentum vectors in the transverse
plane forZ→ee candidates. The vectors drawn as thick lines are
directly measured.
FIG. 12. Illustration of momentum vectors in the transverse
plane forW→en candidates. The vectors drawn as thick lines are
directly measured.
FIG. 13. Distributions of the EC electron identification variables
for W→en candidates in the data. The arrows indicate the cut val-
ues.
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samples! to calibrate the calorimeter response to electrons
~Sec. VI!. These events need not pass the Main Ring Veto
cut because Main Ring background does not affect the EM
calorimeter. Of these events, those that do pass the Main
Ring Veto have been used to calibrate the recoil momentum
response. The events for which both electrons are in the EC
~EC/ECZ sample! and which pass the Main Ring Veto serve
to check the calibration of the recoil response~Sec. VII!.
Table II summarizes the data samples.
Figure 14 shows the luminosity of the colliding beams
during theW andZ boson data collection.
On several occasions we use a sample of 295 000 random
pp̄ interaction events for calibration purposes. We collected
these data concurrently with theW andZ signal data, requir-
ing only app̄ interaction at level 1. We refer to these data as
‘‘minimum bias events.’’
V. FAST MONTE CARLO MODEL
A. Overview
The fast Monte Carlo model consists of three parts. First
we simulate the production of theW or Z boson by generat-
ing the boson four-momentum and other characteristics of
the event such as thez position of the interaction vertex and
the luminosity. The event luminosity is required for
luminosity-dependent parametrizations in the detector simu-
lation. Then we simulate the decay of the boson. At this
point we know the truepT of the boson and the momenta of
its decay products. We next apply a parametrized detector
model to these momenta to simulate the observed transverse
recoil momentum and the observed electron momenta.
Our fast Monte Carlo program is very similar to the one
used in our published CC analysis@4#, with some modifica-
tions in the simulation of forward electron events.
B. Vector boson production
To specify the production dynamics of vector bosons in
pp̄ collisions completely, we need to know the differential
production cross section in massQ, rapidityy, and transverse
momentumqT of the producedW bosons. To speed up the
event generation, we factorize this into
d3s
dqT
2dydQ
'
d2s
dqT
2dy
U
Q25M
W
2
3
ds
dQ
~23!
to generateqT , y, andQ of the bosons.
For pp̄ collisions, the vector boson production cross sec-
tion is given by the parton cross sections̃ i , j convoluted with
the parton distribution functions~PDF! f (x,Q2) and summed
over parton flavorsi , j :
d2s
dqT
2dy
5(
i , j
E dx1E dx2f i~x1 ,Q2! f j~x2 ,Q2!
d~sx1x22Q
2!
d2s̃ i , j
dqT
2dy
. ~24!
The cross sectiond2s/dqT
2dyuQ25M
W
2 has been computed by
several authors@29,30# using a perturbative calculation@31#
for the high-qT regime and the Collins-Soper resummation
formalism @32,33# for the low-qT regime. We use the code
provided by the authors of Ref.@29# and the Martin-Roberts-
Stirling-Thorne~MRST! parton distribution functions@34# to
compute the cross section. The production ofWW, WZ, and
Wg is suppressed by three orders of magnitude compared to
inclusiveW production.
We use a Breit-Wigner curve with a mass-dependent
width for the line shape of theW boson. The intrinsic width
of the W is GW52.06260.059 GeV@35#. The line shape is
FIG. 14. The instantaneous luminosity distribution of theW
~top! and theZ ~bottom! boson samples.
TABLE I. Electron selection criteria.Dfcal is the difference in
azimuthal angle between the cluster centroid and the CC module
edge.
Variable CC~loose! CC ~tight! EC ~tight!
Fiducial cuts uDfcalu.0.02 uDfcalu.0.02 —
uzcalu,108 cm uzcalu,108 cm 1.5<uhu<2.5
— uztrku,80 cm —
Shower shape x2,100 x2,100 x2,200
Isolation f iso,0.15 f iso,0.15 f iso,0.15
Track match — s trk,5 s trk,10
4-variable
likelihood ratio — — l4,4
TABLE II. Number of W andZ boson candidate events.
Channel Z→ee W→en
Fiducial region of electrons CC/EC EC/EC EC
1265 422 11089
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skewed due to the momentum distribution of the quarks in-
side the proton and antiproton. The mass spectrum is given
by
ds
dQ
5Lqq̄~Q!
Q2
~Q22MW
2 !21Q4GW
2 /MW
2
. ~25!
We call
Lqq̄~Q!5
2Q
s (i , j EQ2/s
1 dx
x
f i~x,Q
2! f j~Q
2/sx,Q2! ~26!
the parton luminosity. To evaluate it, we generateW→en
events using theHERWIG Monte Carlo event generator@36#,
interfaced withPDFLIB @37#, and select the events subject to
the same fiducial cuts as for theW andZ boson samples with
at least one electron in EC. We plot the mass spectrum di-
vided by the intrinsic line shape of theW boson. The result is
proportional to the parton luminosity, and we parametrize the
shape of the spectrum with the function@5#
Lqq̄~Q!5
e2bQ
Q
. ~27!
Table III shows the parton luminosity slopeb for W andZ
events for the different topologies. The value ofb depends
on the rapidity distribution of theW andZ bosons, which is
restricted by the fiducial cuts that we impose on the decay
leptons. The values ofb given in Table III are for the rapid-
ity distributions ofW and Z bosons that satisfy the fiducial
cuts given in Sec. IV. The uncertainty inb is about
0.001 GeV21, due to Monte Carlo statistics and uncertain-
ties in the acceptance.
Bosons can be produced by the annihilation of two va-
lence quarks, two sea quarks, or one valence quark and one
sea quark. Using theHERWIG events, we evaluate the fraction
f ssof bosons produced by the annihilation of two sea quarks.
We find f ss50.207, independent of the boson topology.
To generate the boson four-momenta, we treatds/dQ
andd2s/dqT
2dy as probability density functions and pickQ
from the former and a pair ofy andqT values from the latter.
For a fractionf ss the boson helicity is11 or 21 with equal
probability. The remainingW bosons always have helicity
21. Finally, we pick thez position of the interaction vertex
from a Gaussian distribution centered atz50 with a standard
deviation of 27 cm and a luminosity for each event from the
histogram in Fig. 14.
C. Vector boson decay
At lowest order, theW6 boson is fully polarized along the
beam direction due to theV7A coupling of the charged
current. The resulting angular distribution of the charged lep-
ton in theW boson rest frame is given by
ds
d cosu*
}~12lq cosu* !2, ~28!
wherel is the helicity of theW boson with respect to the
proton direction,q is the charge of the lepton, andu* is the
angle between the charged lepton and proton beam directions
in theW rest frame. The spin of theW boson points along the
direction of the incoming antiquark. Most of the time, the
quark comes from the proton and the antiquark from the
antiproton, so thatl521. Only if both quark and antiquark
come from the sea of the proton and antiproton, is there a
50% chance that the quark comes from the antiproton and
the antiquark from the proton and in that casel51 ~see Fig.
15!.
When O(as) processes are included, the boson acquires
finite transverse momentum and Eq.~28! becomes@38#
ds
d cosuCS
}@12lqa1~qT!cosuCS1a2~qT!cos
2uCS#
~29!
for W bosons after integration overf. The angleuCS in Eq.
~29! is now defined in the Collins-Soper frame@39#. The
values ofa1 and a2 as a function of transverse boson mo-
mentum have been calculated atO(as2) @38#. We have imple-
mented the angular distribution given in Eq.~29! in the fast
Monte Carlo model. The angular distribution of the leptons
from Z→ee decays is also generated according to Eq.~29!,
but with a1 anda2 computed forZ→ee decays@38#.
Radiation from the decay electron or theW boson biases
the mass measurement. If the decay electron radiates a pho-
ton and the photon is sufficiently separated from the electron
so that its energy is not included in the electron energy or if
an on-shellW boson radiates a photon and therefore is off
shell when it decays, the measured mass is biased low. We
use the calculation of Ref.@40# to generateW→eng andZ
→eeg decays. The calculation gives the fraction of events in
which a photon with energyE(g).E0 is radiated, and the
angular distribution and energy spectrum of the photons.
Only radiation from the decay electron and theW boson, if
TABLE III. Parton luminosity slopeb in the W and Z boson
production model. Theb value is given forW→en decays with the
electron in the EC and forZ→ee decays with at least one electron
in the EC.
Z production W production
b (GeV21) b (GeV21)
CC/EC 9.931023 —
EC/EC 19.931023 —
EC — 16.931023
FIG. 15. Polarization of theW boson produced inpp̄ collisions
if the quark comes from the proton~left! and if the antiquark comes
from the proton~right!. The short thick arrows indicate the orienta-
tions of the particle spins.
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the final stateW is off shell, is included to ordera. Radiation
by the initial quarks or theW boson, if the finalW is on shell,
does not affect the mass of theen pair from theW decay. We
use a minimum photon energyE0550 MeV, and calculate
that in 30.6% of all W decays a photon withE(g)
.50 MeV is radiated. Most of these photons are emitted
close to the electron direction and cannot be separated from
the electron in the calorimeter. ForZ→ee decays, there is a
66% probability for either of the electrons to radiate a photon
with E(g).50 MeV.
If the photon and electron are close together, they cannot
be separated in the calorimeter. The momentum of a photon
with DR(eg),R0 is therefore added to the electron momen-
tum, while for DR(eg)>R0, a photon is considered sepa-
rated from the electron and its momentum is added to the
recoil momentum. We useR0520 cm, which is the size of
the cone in which the electron energy is measured. We refer
to R0 as the photon coalescing radius.
W boson decays through the channelW→tn→enn̄n are
topologically indistinguishable fromW→en decays. We
therefore include these decays in theW decay model, prop-
erly accounting for the polarization of the tau leptons in the
decay angular distributions. In the standard model and ne-
glecting small phase space effects, the fraction ofW boson
decays to electrons that proceed via tau decay isB(t
→enn̄)/@11B(t→enn̄)#50.151.
D. Detector model
The detector simulation uses a parametrized model for
detector response and resolution to obtain a prediction for the
distributions of the observed electron and recoil momenta.
When simulating the detector response to an electron of
energyE0, we compute the observed electron energy as
E~e!5aECE01DE~L,h,uuu!1sEMX, ~30!
whereaEC is the response of the end electromagnetic calo-
rimeter,DE is the energy due to particles from the underly-
ing event within the electron cone~parametrized as a func-
tion of luminosity L, h, and uuu), sEM is the energy
resolution of the electromagnetic calorimeter, andX is a ran-
dom variable from a normal parent distribution with zero
mean and unit width.
The transverse energy measurement depends on the mea-
surement of the electron direction as well. We determine the
shower centroid position by intersecting the line defined by
the event vertex and the electron direction with a plane per-
pendicular to the beam and located atz56179 cm~the lon-
gitudinal center of the ECEM3 layer!. We then smear the
azimuthal and radial coordinates of the intersection point by
their resolutions. We determine the radial coordinate of the
FDC track by intersecting the same line with a plane atz
56105 cm, the definedz position of the FDC track cen-
troid, and smearing by the resolution. The measured angles
are then obtained from the smeared points as described in
Sec. IV B 1.
The model for the particles recoiling against theW boson
has two components: a ‘‘hard’’ component that models the
pT of the W boson, and a ‘‘soft’’ component that models
detector noise and pileup. Pileup refers to the effects of ad-
ditional pp̄ interactions in the same or previous beam cross-
ings. For the soft component we use the transverse momen-
tum balancep”W T measured in minimum bias events recorded
in the detector. The minimum bias events are weighted so
that their luminosity distribution is the same as that of theW
sample. The observed recoilpT is then given by
uW T52~RrecqT1s recX!q̂T
2Dui~L,h,ui! p̂T~e!1amb p”W T , ~31!
whereqT is the generated value of the boson transverse mo-
mentum,Rrec is the ~in general momentum-dependent! re-
sponse,s rec is the resolution of the calorimeter~parametrized
ass rec5srecAuT), Dui is the transverse energy flow into the
electron window~parametrized as a function ofL, h, and
ui), andamb is a correction factor that allows us to adjust the
resolution to the data, accounting for the difference between
the data minimum bias events and the underlying spectator
collisions inW events. The quantityDui is different from the
transverse energy added to the electron,DET , because of the
difference in the algorithms used to compute the electronET
and the recoilpT .
We simulate selection biases due to the trigger require-
ments and the electron isolation by accepting events with the
estimated efficiencies. Finally, we compute all the derived
quantities from these observables and apply fiducial and ki-
nematic cuts.
VI. ELECTRON MEASUREMENT
A. Angular calibrations
The FDC detectors have been studied and calibrated ex-
tensively in a test beam@41#. We use collider data muons
which traverse the forward muon detectors and the FDC to
provide a cross-check of the test beam calibration of the
radial measurement of the track in the FDC. We predict the
trajectory of the muon through the FDC by connecting the
hits in the innermost muon chambers with the reconstructed
event vertex by a straight line. The FDC track coordinate can
then be compared relative to this line. Figure 16 shows the
difference between the predicted and the actual radial posi-
tions of the track. These data are fit to a straight line con-
strained to pass through the origin. We find the track position
is consistent with the predicted position.
We calibrate the shower centroid algorithm using Monte
Carlo electrons simulated usingGEANT and electrons from
theZ→eedata. We apply a polynomial correction as a func-
tion of r cal and the distance from the cell edges based on the
Monte Carlo electrons. We refine the calibration with theZ
→ee data by exploiting the fact that both electrons originate
from the same vertex. Using the algorithm described in Sec.
IV B 1, we determine a vertex for each electron from the
shower centroid and the track coordinates. We minimize the
difference between the two vertex positions as a function of
an r cal scale factorbEC ~see Fig. 17!. The correction factor is
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bEC50.999760.00044 for EC North andbEC51.00225
60.00044 for EC South. We find no systematic radial de-
pendence of these correction factors.
We quantify the FDC and EC radial calibration uncer-
tainty in terms of scale factor uncertaintiesdbFDC
560.00054 anddbEC560.0003 for the radial coordinate.
The uncertainties in these scale factors lead to a 20 MeV
uncertainty in the ECW boson mass measurement.
B. Angular resolutions
The resolution for the radial coordinate of the track,r trk ,
is determined from theZ→ee sample. Both electrons origi-
nate from the same interaction vertex and therefore the dif-
ference between the interaction vertices reconstructed from
the two electrons separately,zvtx(e1)2zvtx(e2), is a measure
of the resolution with which the electrons point back to the
vertex. The points in Fig. 18 show the distribution of
zvtx(e1)2zvtx(e2) observed in the CC/EC and EC/ECZ
samples with matching tracks required for both electrons.
A Monte Carlo study based on single electrons generated
with a GEANT simulation shows that the resolution of the
shower centroid algorithm is 0.1 cm in the EC, consistent
with EC electron beam tests. We then tune the resolution
function for r trk in the fast Monte Carlo model so that it
reproduces the shape of thezvtx(e1)2zvtx(e2) distribution
observed in the data. We find that a resolution function con-
sisting of two Gaussians 0.2 cm and 1.7 cm wide, with 20%
of the area under the wider Gaussian, fits the data well. The
histogram in Fig. 18 shows the Monte Carlo prediction for
the best fit, normalized to the same number of events as the
data.
C. Underlying event energy
We define a cone which is projective from the center of
the detector, has a radius of 20 cm at thez position of
ECEM3 and is centered on the electron cluster centroid. The
cone extends over the four ECEM layers and the first ECFH
layer. This cone contains the entire energy deposited by the
electron shower plus some energy from other particles. The
energy in the window is excluded from the computation of
uW T. This causes a bias inui , the component ofuW T along the
direction of the electron. We call this biasDui . It is equal to
the momentum flow observed in the EM and first FH sec-
tions of a projective cone of radius 20 cm at ECEM3.
We use theW data sample to measureDui . For every
electron in theW sample, we compute the energy flow into
an azimuthally rotated position, keeping the cone radius and
the radial position the same. For the rotated position we com-
pute the measured transverse energy. Since thehf area of
the cone increases as the electronh increases, it is conve-
nient to parametrize the transverse energy density,
Dui /dhdf.
At higher luminosity the average number of interactions
per event increases and thereforeDui /dhdf increases~Fig.
19!. The mean value ofDui /dhdf increases by 40 MeV per
1030 cm22 s21. The underlying event energy flow into the
electron cone depends on the electronh, as shown in Fig. 20,
corrected back to zero luminosity.
The underlying event energy flow into the electron cone
also depends on the overlap between the recoil and the elec-
tron. We have found that the best measure of the recoil over-
lap is the component of the total recoil in the direction of the
electron, which isui . Figure 21 showŝ Dui /dhdf(L
50,uhu52.0)&, the mean value forDui /dhdf corrected to
zero luminosity anduhu52.0, as a function ofui . In the fast
Monte Carlo model, a valueDui /dhdf is picked from the
distribution shown in Fig. 22 for every event, corrected for
FIG. 16. Residue of the radial position of the FDC track cen-
troid from the predicted radial position of forward muon tracks at
the FDC, as a function of the track radial position. The solid line is
a fitted straight line constrained to pass through the origin.
FIG. 17. Thex2 versusbEC value.
FIG. 18. The distribution ofzvtx(e1)2zvtx(e2) for the CC/EC
~left! and EC/EC~right! Z→ee samples (d) and the fast Monte
Carlo simulation~solid lines!.
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ui , h, and luminosity dependences, and then scaled by the
dhdf area of a 20 cm cone at the electronh.
The measured electron transverse energy is biased up-
wards by the additional energyDET in the window from the
underlying event.DET is not equal toDui because the elec-
tron ET is calculated by scaling the sum of the cell energies
by the electron angle, whereasuT is obtained by summing
the ET of each cell. The ratio of the two corrections as a
function of electronh is shown in Fig. 23.
The uncertainty in the underlying event transverse energy
density has a statistical component~14 MeV! and a system-
atic component~24 MeV!. The systematic component is de-
rived from the difference between the measurement close to
the electron~where it is biased by the isolation requirement!
and far from the electron~where it is not biased!. The total
uncertainty in the underlying event transverse energy density
is 28 MeV.
D. Efficiency
The efficiency for electron identification depends on the
electron environment. Well-isolated electrons are identified
correctly more often than electrons near other particles.
ThereforeW decays in which the electron is emitted in the
same direction as the particles recoiling against theW boson
are selected less often thanW decays in which the electron is
emitted in the direction opposite the recoiling particles. This
causes a bias in the leptonpT distributions, shiftingpT(e) to
larger values andpT(n) to lower values, whereas themT
distribution is only slightly affected.
We measure the electron finding efficiency as a function
of ui using Z→ee events. TheZ event is tagged with one
electron, and the other electron provides an unbiased mea-
surement of the efficiency. Following background subtrac-
tion, the measured efficiency is shown in Fig. 24. The line is
a fit to a function of the form
«~ui!5«0H 1 for ui,u0 ,12s~ui2u0! otherwise. ~32!
The parameter«0 is an overall efficiency which is inconse-
quential for theW mass measurement,u0 is the value ofui at
which the efficiency starts to decrease as a function ofui ,
and s is the rate of decrease. We obtain the best fit foru0
522.4 GeV ands50.0029 GeV21. These two values are
strongly anti-correlated. The error on the slopeds
560.0012 GeV21 accounts for the statistics of theZ
sample.
E. Electron energy response
Equation~6! relates the reconstructed electron energy to
the recorded end calorimeter signals. Since the values for the
constants were determined in the test beam, we determine
the offsetdEC and a scaleaEC, which essentially modifiesA,
in situ with collider Z→ee data.
The electrons fromZ decays are not monoenergetic and
therefore we can make use of their energy spread to constrain
dEC. When both electrons are in the EC, we can write
FIG. 19. The instantaneous luminosity dependence of
^Dui /dhdf&.
FIG. 20. The variation of̂Dui /dhdf& as a function of electron
h.
FIG. 21. The variation of̂Dui /dhdf& as a function ofui . The
region between the arrows is populated by theW boson sample.
FIG. 22. The distribution ofDui /dhdf in theW signal sample,
corrected toL50, uhu52, ui50.
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m~ee!5aECMZ1 f ZdEC ~33!
for dEC!E(e1)1E(e2). Here f Z is a kinematic function re-
lated to the boost of theZ boson, and is given byf Z
5@E(e1)1E(e2)#(12cosv)/m(ee), wherev is the opening
angle between the two electrons. When one electron is in the
CC and one is in the EC, we can write
m~ee!5AaCCaECMZ1 f ZdEC, ~34!
wheref Z5E(e2)(12cosv)/m(ee) ande2 is the CC electron.
When we apply this formula, we have already corrected the
CC electron for the corresponding CCEM offset,dCC
520.16 GeV, which was measured for our CCW mass
analysis@4#. aCC is the CC electromagnetic energy scale,
which is determined by fitting them(ee) spectrum of the
CC/CCZ sample.
We plot m(ee) versusf Z and extractdEC as the slope of
the fitted straight line. We use the fast Monte Carlo to correct
for residual biases introduced by the kinematic cuts. ThedEC
measurements from the CC/EC and EC/ECZ samples are
shown in Fig. 25 along with the statistical uncertainties. We
obtain the averagedEC520.160.7 GeV. The uncertainty in
this measurement ofdEC is dominated by the statistical un-
certainty due to the finite size of theZ sample. As Fig. 25
shows, the offsets measured in the north and south end calo-
rimeters separately are completely consistent.
After correcting the data with this value ofdEC we deter-
mine aEC so that the position of theZ peak predicted by the
fast Monte Carlo model agrees with the data. To determine
the scale factor that best fits the data, we perform a maxi-
mum likelihood fit to them(ee) spectrum between 70 GeV
and 110 GeV. In the resolution function we allow for back-
ground shapes determined from samples of events with two
EM clusters that fail the electron quality cuts~Fig. 26!. The
background normalization is obtained from the sidebands of
the Z peak.
Figure 27 shows them(ee) spectrum for the CC/ECZ
sample and the Monte Carlo spectrum that best fits the data
for dEC520.1 GeV. Thex
2 for the best fit to the CC/EC
m(ee) spectrum is 14 for 19 degrees of freedom. ForaEC
50.9514360.00259, theZ peak position of the CC/EC
FIG. 23. The ratio of thêDui /dhdf& corrections to the elec-
tron and the recoil as a function of electronh.
FIG. 24. The EC electron selection efficiency as a function of
ui .
FIG. 25. The ECEM offset measurements using the CC/EC and
EC/EC Z samples. The labels indicate the calorimeter cryostat in
which each of theZ decay electrons was detected. CC indicates the
central calorimeter and ECN~ECS! indicates the north~south! end
calorimeter respectively.
FIG. 26. The dielectron mass spectrum from the CC/EC~left!
and EC/EC~right! samples of events with two EM clusters that fail
the electron quality cuts. The superimposed curves shows the fitted
functions used to model the shape of the background in theZ
samples.
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sample is consistent with the knownZ boson mass. The error
reflects the statistical uncertainty. The background has no
measurable effect on the result.
Figure 28 shows them(ee) spectrum for the EC/ECZ
sample and the Monte Carlo spectrum that best fits the data
for dEC520.1 GeV. Thex
2 for the best fit to the EC/EC
m(ee) spectrum is 12 for 17 degrees of freedom. ForaEC
50.9523060.00231, theZ peak position of the EC/EC
sample is consistent with the knownZ boson mass. The error
reflects the statistical uncertainty and the uncertainty in the
background.
Combining theaEC measurements from the CC/EC and
the EC/ECZ samples, we obtain the ECEM energy scale
aEC50.9517960.00187. ~35!
The difference between the ECEM scales measured sepa-
r tely in the north and south calorimeters is 0.0040
60.0037, consistent with the calorimeters having the same
EM response.
F. Electron energy resolution
Equation~8! gives the functional form of the electron en-
ergy resolution. We take the intrinsic resolution of the end
calorimeter, which is given by the sampling termsEM , from
the test beam measurements. The noise termnEM is repre-
sented by the width of the electron underlying event energy
distribution ~Fig. 22!. We measure the constant termcEM
from the Z line shape of the data. We fit a Breit-Wigner
convoluted with a Gaussian, whose width characterizes the
dielectron mass resolution, to theZ peaks for the CC/EC and
EC/EC samples separately. Figure 29 shows the widthsm(ee)
of the Gaussian fitted to theZ peak predicted by the fast
Monte Carlo model as a function ofcEM . The horizontal
lines indicate the width of the Gaussian fitted to theZ
samples and its uncertainties. For the data measurements of
sm52.4760.05 GeV ~CC/EC!
sm52.7260.11 GeV ~EC/EC! ~36!
we extract from the CC/ECZ boson eventscEC51.621.6
10.8%
and from the EC/ECZ events we extractcEC50.020.0
11.0%. We
take the combined measurement to be
cEC51.021.0
10.6%. ~37!
The measuredZ boson mass does not depend oncEC.
FIG. 27. The dielectron mass spectrum from the CC/ECZ
sample. The superimposed curve shows the maximum likelihood fit
and the shaded region the fitted background.
FIG. 28. The dielectron mass spectrum from the EC/ECZ
sample. The superimposed curve shows the maximum likelihood fit
and the shaded region the fitted background.
FIG. 29. The dielectron mass resolution versus the constant term
cEM . The top plot is for the CC/ECZ events and the bottom plot is
for the EC/ECZ events.
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VII. RECOIL MEASUREMENT
A. Recoil momentum response
The detector response and resolution for particles recoil-
ing against aW boson should be the same as for particles
recoiling against aZ boson. ForZ→ee events, we can mea-
sure the transverse momentum of theZ boson from thee1e2
pair, pT(ee), into which it decays, and from the recoil mo-
mentumuT in the same way as forW→en events. By com-
paringpT(ee) anduT , we calibrate the recoil response rela-
tive to the electron response.
The recoil momentum is carried by many particles,
mostly hadrons, with a wide momentum spectrum. Since the
response of the calorimeter to hadrons is slightly nonlinear at
low energies, and the recoil particles see a reduced response
at module boundaries, we expect a momentum-dependent re-
sponse function with values below unity. To fix the func-
tional form of the recoil momentum response, we studied@4#
the response predicted by a Monte CarloZ→ee sample ob-
tained using theHERWIG program and aGEANT-based detec-
tor simulation. We projected the reconstructed transverse re-
coil momentum onto the transverse direction of motion of
the Z boson and define the response as
Rrec5
uuW T•q̂Tu
uqTu
, ~38!
where qT is the generated transverse momentum of theZ
boson. A response function of the form
Rrec5a rec1b recln~qT /GeV! ~39!
fits the response predicted byGEANT with a rec50.713
60.006 andb rec50.04660.002. This functional form also
describes the jet energy response@42# of the DO” calorimeter.
The recoil response for data was calibrated against the
electron response by requiringpT balance inZ→ee decays
for our published CC analysis@4#. TheZ bosonpT measured
with the electrons and the recoil are projected on theh axis,
defined as the bisector of the two electron directions in the
transverse plane. From the CC/CC1 CC/ECZ boson events,
we measureda rec50.69360.060 andb rec50.04060.021, in
good agreement with the Monte Carlo prediction. To com-
pare the recoil response measured withZ events of different
topologies, we scale the recoil measurement with the inverse
of the response parametrization
Rrec50.69310.04 ln@pT~ee!/GeV# ~40!
and plot the sum of the projections versusph(ee), as shown
in Fig. 30. We see noph(ee) dependence to theph balance
measured using theZ boson events with at least one central
electron, since this sample was used to derive the values of
these parameters. The EC/ECZ boson events give a recoil
response measurement statistically consistent with the above.
Hence we use the same recoil response for the EC and the
CC W boson events@4#.
B. Recoil momentum resolution
The widths of theph balance and thepj balance~where
the j axis is perpendicular to theh axis! are sensitive to the
recoil resolution. Figures 31 and 32 show the comparison
between the data and Monte Carlo model for the recoil reso-
lution determined in our CCW mass analysis@4#. The ph
balance width is in good agreement between the data and
Monte Carlo model for allZ boson topologies. Hence we use
the same recoil resolution for ECW boson events as for the
CC W boson events@4#.
C. Comparison with W boson data
We compare the recoil momentum distributions in theW
boson data to the predictions of the fast Monte Carlo model,
which includes the parameters described in this section and
Sec. VI. Figure 33 shows theui spectra from the Monte
Carlo model andW data. The agreement means that the re-
coil momentum response and resolution and theui fficiency
parametrization describe the data well. Figures 34 –36 show
u' , uT , and the azimuthal difference between electron and
recoil directions from Monte Carlo andW boson data. The
figures also show the mean and rms of the data and Monte
Carlo distributions and thex2 over the number of degrees of
freedomNDF.
VIII. CONSTRAINTS ON THE W BOSON RAPIDITY
SPECTRUM
In principle, if the acceptance for theW→en decays were
complete, the transverse mass distribution or the leptonT
FIG. 30. The recoil momentum response in the CC/CC
1CC/EC ~left! and the EC/EC~right! Z samples as a function of
ph(ee).
FIG. 31. Theh-balance distribution for theZ boson data (d)
and the fast Monte Carlo simulation~solid line!. The plot on the left
is for the CC/CC1 CC/ECZ events and the plot on the right is for
the EC/ECZ events.
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distributions would be independent of theW rapidity. How-
ever, cuts on the electron angle in the laboratory frame cause
the observed distributions of the transverse momenta to de-
pend on theW rapidity. Hence a constraint on theW rapidity
distribution is useful in constraining the production model
uncertainty on theW mass.
The pseudorapidity distribution of the electron fromW
→en decays is correlated with the rapidity distribution of the
W boson. Therefore we can compare the electronh distribu-
tion between the data and Monte Carlo calculation.
To compare the data with the Monte Carlo calculation, we
need to correct for the jet background in the data and the
electron identification efficiency as a function ofh. We ob-
tain the jet background fraction as a function ofh by count-
ing the number ofW events that fail electron cuts~ ee Sec.
IX B ! in bins of h, subtracting the small contamination due
to true electrons, and normalizing the entire distribution to
the total background fraction~separately in the CC and EC!.
The normalized backgroundh distribution is subtracted from
the h distribution of the data.
The electron identification efficiency~after fiducial and
kinematic cuts! is measured using the CC/CC and CC/EC
Z→ee events. All the electron identification cuts are used to
identify one electron to tag the event. Candidates are selected
in the mass range 81,mee,101 GeV. Sidebands in the
mass range 60,mee,70 GeV and 110,mee,120 GeV
are used for background subtraction. The number of events
in which the second electron also satisfies all the electron
identification cuts is used to calculate the efficiency. The
efficiency measured in bins of theof the second electron is
shown in Fig. 37.
We scale the electronh distribution predicted by the
Monte Carlo calculation by theh-dependent efficiency, and
compare to the background-subtracted data in Fig. 38. The
FIG. 32. Thej-balance distribution for theZ boson data (d)
and the fast Monte Carlo simulation~solid line!. The plot on the left
is for the CC/CC1 CC/ECZ events and the plot on the right is for
the EC/ECZ events.
FIG. 33. Theui spectrum for theW data (d) and the Monte
Carlo simulation~solid line!. The mean (m) and rms (s) of the
distributions and thex2/NDF is also shown.
FIG. 34. Theu' spectrum for theW data (d) and the Monte
Carlo simulation~solid line!. The mean (m) and rms (s) of the
distributions and thex2/NDF is also shown.
FIG. 35. The recoil momentum (uT) spectrum for theW data
(d) and the Monte Carlo simulation~solid line!. The mean (m) and
rms (s) of the distributions and thex2/NDF is also shown.
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errors in the Monte Carlo points include the statistical errors
in the Monte Carlo sample and the statistical errors in the
efficiency measurements. The errors in the data points in-
clude the statistical errors in the number of candidate events
and the statistical errors in the background estimate which
has been subtracted. Figure 39 shows the ratio between the
background-subtracted data and the efficiency-corrected
Monte Carlo calculation with the uncertainties mentioned
above added in quadrature. The Monte Carlo calculation has
been normalized to the data. Thex2/NDF shown is with re-
spect to unity. There is good agreement between the data and
the Monte Carlo calculation.
To extract a constraint on they distribution of theW bo-
son, we introduce in the Monte Carlo a scale factor as fol-
lows:
yW→kh•yW ; ~41!
i.e., the rapidity of theW is scaled by the factorkh . We then
compute thex2 between the data and Monte Carloh(e)
distributions for differentkh . The result is shown in Fig. 40
for the Martin-Roberts-Stirling set A8 @MRS(A8)# @43# par-
ton distribution functions~PDFs!. Table IV shows the values
of kh at which thex
2 is minimized for the different PDFs.
The uncertainty inkh is 1.6%, which is the change inkh
that causes thex2 to rise by one unit above the minimum.
We generate Monte Carlo events with different values ofkh
and fit them with templates generated withkh set to unity.
For akh variation of 1.6%, the variation of the fittedW mass
in the EC is shown in Table V.
The comparison of the electronh distribution between the
data and the Monte Carlo model provides a consistency
check of the predictedW rapidity distribution, and hence of
the PDFs. The measuredkh being consistent with unity
2 sets
an upper bound on the PDF uncertainty. While this con-
straint can potentially be much more powerful with higher
statistics obtained in future data taking, it is presently weaker
than the uncertainty in the modern PDFs. Therefore we do
not use this constraint to set our finalW mass uncertainty due
to PDFs. However, since our data used for this constraint are
independent of the world data used to derive the PDFs, we
have additional evidence that the uncertainty on theW mass
due to the PDFs is not being underestimated.
IX. BACKGROUNDS
A. W\tn\enn̄n
The decayW→tn→enn̄n is topologically indistinguish-
able from W→en. It is included in the fast Monte Carlo
simulation~Sec. V!. This decay is suppressed by the branch-
2We have usedkh51 in the mass analysis.
FIG. 36. The azimuthal difference between electron and recoil
directions for theW data (d) and the Monte Carlo simulation~solid
line!. The mean (m) and rms (s) of the distributions and the
x2/NDF is also shown.
FIG. 37. Dependence of electron identification efficiency on
electron pseudorapidity. Statistical errors are shown.
FIG. 38.h distribution of the electron fromW→en decays from
background-subtracted data (d), efficiency-corrected Monte Carlo
(s) and the jet background~shaded histogram!. The distributions
drop nearuhu51.2 because there is no EM calorimetry in the range
1.1,uhdetu,1.4.
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ing fraction for t→enn̄ (17.8360.08)% @19# and by the
lepton pT cuts. It accounts for 1% of the events in theW
sample.
B. Hadronic background
QCD processes can fake the signature of aW→en decay
if a hadronic jet fakes the electron signature and the trans-
verse momentum balance is mismeasured.
We estimate this background from thep” T spectrum of
data events with an electromagnetic cluster. Electromagnetic
clusters in events with lowp” T are almost all due to jets.
Some of these clusters satisfy our electron selection criteria
and fake an electron. From the shape of thep” T spectrum for
these events we determine how likely it is for these events to
have sufficientp” T to enter ourW sample.
We determine this shape by selecting isolated electromag-
netic clusters that havex2.200 and the 4-variable likeli-
hood l4.30. Nearly all electrons fail this cut, so that the
remaining sample consists almost entirely of hadrons. We
use data collected using a trigger without thep” T requirement
to study the efficiency of this cut for jets. If we normalize the
background spectrum after correcting for residual electrons
to the electron sample, we obtain an estimate of the hadronic
background in an electron candidate sample. Figure 41
shows thep” T spectra of both samples, normalized forp” T
,10 GeV. We find the hadronic background fraction of the
total W sample after all cuts to bef had5(3.6460.78)%. The
error receives contributions from the uncertainty in the rela-
tive normalization of the two samples at lowp” T , the statis-
tics of the failed electron sample, and the uncertainty in the
residual contamination of the failed electron sample by true
electrons. We fit the distributions of the background events
with p” T.30 GeV to estimate the shape of the background
contributions to thepT(e), pT(n), andmT spectra~Fig. 42!.
We use the statistical error of the fits to estimate the uncer-
tainty in the background shapes.
C. Z\ee
To estimate the fraction ofZ→ee events that satisfy the
W boson event selection, we use a Monte Carlo sample of
approximately 100 000Z→ee events generated with the
HERWIG program and a detector simulation based onGEANT.
The bosonpT spectrum generated byHERWIG agrees reason-
ably well with the calculation in Ref.@29# and with ourZ
bosonpT measurement@47#. Z→ee decays typically enter
the W sample when one electron satisfies theW cuts and the
second electron is lost or mismeasured, causing the event to
have largep” T .
An electron is most frequently mismeasured when it goes
into the regions between the CC and one of the ECs, which
are covered only by the hadronic section of the calorimeter.
These electrons therefore cannot be identified, and their en-
ergy is measured in the hadronic calorimeter. Largep” T is
more likely for these events than when both electrons hit the
EM calorimeters.
We make theW andZ selection cuts on the Monte Carlo
events, and normalize the number of events passing theW
cuts to the number ofW data events, scaled by the ratio of
selectedZ data and Monte Carlo events. We estimate the
fraction of Z events in theW sample to bef Z5(0.26
60.02)%. The uncertainties quoted include systematic un-
certainties in the matching of momentum scales between
Monte Carlo and collider data. Figure 42 shows the distribu-
tions of pT(e), pT(n), andmT for theZ events with one lost
or mismeasured electron that satisfy theW selection.
X. MASS FITS
A. Maximum likelihood fitting procedure
We use a binned maximum likelihood fit to extract theW
mass. Using the fast Monte Carlo program, we compute the
mT , pT(e), and pT(n) spectra for 200 hypothesized values
of the W mass between 79.7 and 81.7 GeV. For the spectra
we use 250 MeV bins. The statistical precision of the spectra
for the W mass fit corresponds to about 83106 W decays.
When fitting the collider data spectra, we add the back-
ground contributions with the shapes and normalizations de-
scribed in Sec. IX to the signal spectra. We normalize the
FIG. 39. The ratio of the background-subtracted data and
efficiency-corrected Monte Carlo model. The Monte Carlo model
has been normalized to the data. Thex2/NDF is with respect to
unity.
FIG. 40. x2 of the electronh distribution ratio between the data
and Monte Carlo model from unity, as a function of theW rapidity
scale factorkh . There are 11 degrees of freedom. The Monte Carlo
model uses the MRS(A8) parton distribution functions. The hori-
zontal lines indicatexmin
2 andxmin
2 11.
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spectra within the fit interval and interpret them as probabil-
ity density functions to compute the likelihood
L~m!5)
i 51
N
pi
ni~m!, ~42!
where pi(m) is the probability density for bini, assuming
MW5m, andni is the number of data entries in bini. The
product runs over allN bins inside the fit interval. We fit
2 ln@L(m)# with a quadratic function ofm. The value ofm at
which the function assumes its minimum is the fitted value
of the W mass and the 68% confidence level interval is the
interval inm for which 2 ln@L(m)# is within half a unit of its
minimum.
B. Electron pT spectrum
We fit the pT(e) spectrum in the region 32,pT(e)
,50 GeV. The interval is chosen to span the Jacobian peak.
The data points in Fig. 43 represent thepT(e) spectrum from
theW sample. The solid line shows the sum of the simulated
W signal and the estimated background for the best fit, and
the shaded region indicates the sum of the estimated had-
ronic andZ→ee backgrounds. The maximum likelihood fit
gives
MW580.54760.128 GeV ~43!
for the W mass. Figure 44 shows2 ln@L(m)/L0# for this fit,
whereL0 is an arbitrary number.
As a goodness-of-fit test, we divide the fit interval into 0.5
GeV bins, normalize the integral of the probability density
function to the number of events in the fit interval, and com-
pute x25( i 51
N (yi2Pi)
2/yi . The sum runs over allN bins,
yi is the observed number of events in bini, and Pi is the
integral of the normalized probability density function over
bin i. The parent distribution is thex2 distribution for N
22 degrees of freedom. For the spectrum in Fig. 43 we
computex2546. For 36 bins there is an 8% probability for
x2>46. Figure 45 shows the contributionsx i5(yi
2Pi)/Ayi to x2 for the 36 bins in the fit interval.
Figure 46 shows the sensitivity of the fitted mass value to
the choice of fit interval. The points in the two plots indicate
the observed deviation of the fitted mass from the value
given in Eq.~43!. We expect some variation due to statistical
fluctuations in the spectrum and systematic uncertainties in
the probability density functions. We estimate the effect due
to statistical fluctuations using Monte Carlo ensembles. We
expect the fitted values to be inside the shaded regions indi-
cated in the two plots with 68% probability. The dashed lines
indicate the statistical error for the nominal fit. Figure 46
shows that the probability density function provides a good
description of the observed spectrum.
C. Transverse mass spectrum
The mT spectrum is shown in Fig. 47. The points are the
observed spectrum, the solid line shows signal plus back-
ground for the best fit, and the shaded region indicates the
estimated background contamination. We fit in the interval
FIG. 41. Thep” T spectra of a sample of events passing electron
identification cuts (d) and a sample of events failing the cuts (s).
FIG. 42. Shapes ofmT , pT(e), andpT(n) spectra from hadron
~solid lines! and Z boson ~dashed lines! backgrounds with the
proper relative normalization.
TABLE IV. Value of kh giving the minimumx
2 for different
PDFs.
MRS(A8) @43# CTEQ3M @44# CTEQ2M @45# MRSD28 @46#
0.975 0.98 0.985 0.99
TABLE V. Variation in fitted ECW mass due to a 1.6% varia-
tion in kh .
mT fit pT(e) fit pT(n) fit
dMW (MeV) 34 48 25
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65,mT,90 GeV. Figure 48 shows2 ln@L(m)/L0# for this fit
whereL0 is an arbitrary number. The best fit occurs for
MW580.75760.107 GeV. ~44!
Figure 49 shows the deviations of the data from the fit.
Summing over all bins in the fitting window, we getx2
517 for 25 bins. For 25 bins there is an 81% probability to
obtain a larger value. Figure 50 shows the sensitivity of the
fitted mass to the choice of fit interval.
D. Neutrino pT spectrum
Figure 51 shows the neutrinopT spectrum. The points are
the observed spectrum, the solid line shows signal plus back-
ground for the best fit, and the shaded region indicates the
estimated background contamination. We fit in the interval
32,pT(n),50 GeV. Figure 52 shows2 ln@L(m)/L0# for
this fit whereL0 is an arbitrary number. The best fit occurs
for
MW580.74060.159 GeV. ~45!
Figure 53 shows the deviations of the data from the fit.
Summing over all bins in the fitting window, we getx2
537 for 36 bins. For 36 bins there is a 33% probability to
obtain a larger value. Figure 54 shows the sensitivity of the
fitted mass to the choice of fit interval.
FIG. 43. Spectrum ofpT(e) from theW data. The superimposed
curve shows the maximum likelihood fit and the shaded region the
estimated background.
FIG. 44. The likelihood function for thepT(e) fit.
FIG. 45. Thex distribution for the fit to thepT(e) spectrum.
FIG. 46. Variation of the fitted mass with thepT(e) fit window
limits. See text for details.
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XI. CONSISTENCY CHECKS
A. North vs south calorimeters
Since the detector is north-south symmetric, we expect
the measurements made with the north and south calorim-
eters separately to be consistent. We find
MW
ECN2MW
ECS5886215 MeV ~mT fit!
MW
ECN2MW
ECS521166258 MeV ~pT
e fit!
MW
ECN2MW
ECS51076318 MeV ~pT
n fit! ~46!
where the uncertainty is statistical only.
B. Time dependence
We divide theW boson data sample into five sequential
calender time intervals such that the subsamples have equal
number of events. We generate resolution functions for the
luminosity distribution of these five subsamples. We fit the
transverse mass and leptonpT spectra from theW samples in
each time bin. The fitted masses are plotted in Fig. 55 where
the time bins are labeled by run blocks. The errors shown are
statistical only. We compute thex2 with respect to theW
mass fit to the entire data sample. Thex2 per degree of
freedom (NDF) for thepT(e) fit is 7.0/4 and for thepT(n) fit
is 1.5/4. ThemT fit has ax
2/NDF of 2.1/4.
Since the luminosity was increasing with time throughout
the run, the time slices correspond roughly to luminosity
bins.
FIG. 47. Spectrum ofmT from the W data. The superimposed
curve shows the maximum likelihood fit and the shaded region
shows the estimated background.
FIG. 48. The likelihood function for themT fit.
FIG. 49. Thex distribution for the fit to themT spectrum.
FIG. 50. Variation of the fitted mass with themT fit window
limits. See text for details.
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C. Dependence on theuT cut
We change the cuts on the recoil momentumT and study
how well the fast Monte Carlo simulation reproduces the
variations in the spectra. We split theW sample into sub-
samples withui.0 GeV andui,0 GeV, and fit the sub-
samples with corresponding Monte Carlo spectra generated
with the same cuts. The difference in the fitted masses from
the two subsamples corresponds to 0.3s, 0.8s, and 1.3s for
the mT , pT(e), and pT(n) fits respectively, based on the
statistical uncertainty alone. Although there is significant
variation among the shapes of the spectra for the different
cuts, the fast Monte Carlo simulation models them well.
D. Dependence on fiducial cuts
We fit themT spectrum from theW sample and them(ee)
spectrum from theZ sample for different pseudorapidity cuts
on the electron direction. Keeping the upperuhdet(e)u cut
fixed at 2.5, we vary the loweruhdet(e)u cut from 1.5 to 1.7.
Similarly, we vary the upperuhdet(e)u cut from 2.0 to 2.5,
keeping the loweruhdet(e)u cut fixed at 1.5. Figures 56–58
show the change in theW mass versus thehdet(e) cut using
the electron energy scale calibration from the corresponding
Z sample. The shaded region indicates the statistical error.
Within the uncertainties, the mass is independent of the
hdet(e) cut.
E. Z boson transverse mass fits
As a consistency check, we fit the transverse mass distri-
bution of theZ→ee events, reconstructed using each elec-
FIG. 51. Spectrum ofpT(n) from theW data. The superimposed
curve shows the maximum likelihood fit and the shaded region
shows the estimated background.
FIG. 52. The likelihood function for thepT(n) fit.
FIG. 53. Thex distribution for the fit to thepT(n) spectrum.
FIG. 54. Variation of the fitted mass with thepT(n) fit window
limits. See text for details.
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tron and the recoil. The measured energy of the second elec-
tron is ignored, both in the data and in the Monte Carlo
model used to obtain the templates. EachZ event is treated
~twice! as aW event, where the neutrino transverse momen-
tum is recomputed using the first electron and the recoil. One
of the two electrons is required to be in the EC. The fitting
range is 70,mT,90 GeV for the CC/EC events and 70
,mT,100 GeV for the EC/EC events. Figure 59 shows
the results. The CC/EC fit yields MZ592.004
60.895 (stat) GeV withx2/NDF57/9. The EC/EC fit yields
MZ591.07460.299 (stat) GeV withx
2/NDF516/14. The
average fitted mass isMZ591.16760.284 (stat) GeV. The
fits are good and the fitted masses are consistent with the
input Z mass.
XII. UNCERTAINTIES IN THE MEASUREMENT
Apart from the statistical error in the fittedW mass, un-
certainties in the various inputs needed for the measurement
lead to uncertainties in the final result. Some of these inputs
are discrete~such as the choice of the parton distribution
function set! and others are parametrized by continuous vari-
ables. For a different choice of PDF set or a shift in the value
of an input parameter by one standard deviation, the ex-
FIG. 55. The fittedW boson masses in bins of run blocks from
themT , pT(e), andpT(n) fits. The solid line is the central value for
the respective fit over the entire sample. TheW fit statistical error
for each subsample is shown. The average instantaneous luminosity
in the bins is 4.2, 6.1, 7.1, 9.3 and 10.1 respectively, in units of
1030/cm2/s.
FIG. 56. The variation in theW mass from thepT(e) fit versus
the hdet(e) cut. The shaded region is the expected statistical varia-
tion.
FIG. 57. The variation in theW mass from themT fit versus the
hdet(e) cut. The shaded region is the expected statistical variation.
FIG. 58. The variation in theW mass from thepT(n) fit versus
the hdet(e) cut. The shaded region is the expected statistical varia-
tion.
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pected shift in the fittedW mass is computed by using the
fast Monte Carlo model to generate spectra with the changed
parameter and fitting the spectra with the default templates.
The expected shifts due to various input parameter uncertain-
ties~given in Table VI! or choice of PDF set are discussed in
detail below, and are summarized in Tables VII and VIII.
The shifts in the fitted mass obtained from the different ki-
nematic spectra may be in opposite directions, in which case
they are indicated with opposite signs.
Since the most important parameter, the EM energy scale,
is measured by calibrating to theZ mass, we are measuring
the ratio of theW andZ boson masses. There can be signifi-
cant cancellation in uncertainties between theW and Z
masses if their variation due to an input parameter change is
very similar. For those parameters that affect the fittedZ
mass, Tables VII and VIII also show the expected shift in the
fitted Z mass. The signedW and Z mass shifts are used to
construct a covariance matrix between the various fittedW
mass results, which is used to obtain the finalW mass value
and uncertainty; thus simple combination of the uncertainties
in Tables VII and VIII is inappropriate. This is discussed in
detail in Sec. XIII.
A. Statistical uncertainties
Tables VII and VIII list the uncertainties in theW mass
measurement due to the finite sizes of theW andZ samples
used in the fits to themT , pT(e), pT(n), andm(ee) spectra.
The statistical uncertainty due to the finiteZ sample propa-
gates into theW mass measurement through the electron en-
ergy scaleaEC.
Since themT , pT(e) and pT(n) fits are performed using
the sameW data set, the results from the three fits are statis-
tically correlated. The correlation coefficients between the
respective statistical errors are calculated using Monte Carlo
ensembles, and are shown in Table IX.
B. W boson production and decay model
1. Sources of uncertainty
Uncertainties in theW boson production and decay model
arise from the following sources: the phenomenological pa-
rameters in the calculation of thepT(W) spectrum, the
choice of parton distribution functions, radiative decays, and
the W boson width. In the following we describe how we
assess the size of the systematic uncertainties introduced by
ach of these. We summarize the size of the uncertainties in
Tables VII and VIII.
2. W boson pT spectrum
In Sec. VIII of Ref. @4#, we described our constraint on
the W bosonpT spectrum. This constraint was obtained by
FIG. 59. Spectra of theZ boson transverse mass, from the
CC/EC data~top! and the EC/EC data~bottom!. The second elec-
tron in theZ boson decay is treated like the neutrino inW boson
decay. The superimposed curves show the maximum likelihood fits
and the shaded regions show the estimated backgrounds. The
x2/NDF between the data and the Monte Carlo model are also
shown.
TABLE VI. Errors on the parameters in theW mass analysis.
The correlation coefficient betweena rec and b rec is 20.98; that
betweensrec andamb is 20.60.
Parameter Error
Parton luminosityb 0.001 GeV21
Photon coalescing radiusR0 7 cm
W width 59 MeV
ECEM offsetdEC 0.7 GeV
ECEM scaleaEC 0.00187
FDC radial scalebFDC 0.00054
FDC-EC radial scalebEC 0.0003
ECEM constant termcEC 20.01
10.006
Recoil response (a rec, b rec) ~0.06,0.02!
Recoil resolution (srec, amb) (0.14 GeV
1/2,0.028)
% (0.0,0.01)
ui correctionDui /dhdf 28 MeV
ui efficiency slopes 0.0012 GeV
21
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studying theZ bosonpT spectrum, which can be measured
well using the two electrons inZ→ee decays. For any cho-
sen parton distribution function, the parameters of the theo-
retical model were tuned so that the predictedZ bosonpT
spectrum after simulating all detector effects agreed with the
data. The precision with which the parameters could be
tuned was limited by the statistical uncertainty and the un-
certainty in the background. These parameter values were
used to predict theW bosonpT spectrum.
The uncertainties in the fittedW boson mass for the CCW
sample due to the uncertainty in theW bosonpT spectrum
were listed in Ref.@4#, and are reproduced in Table VIII. The
corresponding uncertainty in the EC analysis is given in
Table VII. The CC and ECW mass uncertainties from this
source are assumed to be fully correlated.
3. Parton distribution functions
To quantify theW mass uncertainty due to variations in
the input parton distribution functions, we select the
MRS(A8), MRSR2, CTEQ5M, CTEQ4M and CTEQ3M sets
to compare to MRST set. We select these sets because their
predictions for the lepton charge asymmetry inW decays and
the neutron-to-proton Drell-Yan ratio span the range of con-
sistency with the measurements from the Collider Detector at
Fermilab ~CDF! @48# and E866@49#. These measurements
constrain the ratio ofu andd quark distributions which have
the most influence on theW rapidity spectrum.
Using these parton distribution function sets as input to
the fast Monte Carlo model, we generatemT and leptonpT
spectra. For each chosen parton distribution function set we
use the appropriateW bosonpT spectrum as used in our CC
W mass analysis. We then fit the generated spectra in the
TABLE VII. Variation in the fittedMW and MZ ~in MeV! for
the forward electron sample due to variation in the model input
parameters by the respective uncertainties.
Source dMZ dMZ dMW dMW dMW
~CC/EC! ~EC/EC! (mT) (pT
e) (pT
n)
Statistics 124 221 107 128 159
pT(W) spectrum 22 37 44
MRSR2 @47# 211 221 243
MRS(A8) @43# 27 243 219
CTEQ5M @48# 14 9 217
CTEQ4M @49# 1 221 22
CTEQ3M @44# 13 30 28
Parton
luminosity b 8 7 9 11 18
R0 10 13 9 17 12
2g 5 10 5 10 0
W width 10 10 10
ECEM offset 284 421 437 433 386
ECEM scale
variation 0.0025 114 228 201 201 201
CCEM scale
variation 0.0008 37 0 0 0 0
FDC radial scale 8 36 43 37 28
FDC-EC radial scale 10 52 57 54 48
ECEM constant
term cEC 0 0 45 29 78
Hadronic
response 11 20 250
Hadronic
resolution 40 4 203
ui correction 20 30 18 34 26
ui efficiency 4 222 40
Background
normalization 0 11 12 15 25
Background
shape 0 5 16 23 78
TABLE VIII. Variation in the fitted MW andMZ ~in MeV! for
the central electron sample due to variation in the model input pa-
rameters by the respective uncertainties.
Source dMZ dMZ dMW dMW dMW
~CC/CC! ~CC/EC! (mT) (pT
e) (pT
n)
Statistics 75 124 70 85 105
pT(W) spectrum 10 50 25
MRSR2 @47# 5 26 3
MRS(A8) @43# 25 16 231
CTEQ5M @48# 28 6 222
CTEQ4M @49# 10 11 218
CTEQ3M @44# 0 64 29
Parton
luminosity b 4 8 9 11 9
R0 19 10 3 6 0
2g 10 5 3 6 0
W width 10 10 10
CC EM offset 387 467 367 359 374
CDC scale 29 33 38 40 52
Uniformity 10 10 10
CCEM constant
term cCC 23 14 27
Hadronic
response 20 16 246
Hadronic
resolution 25 10 90
ui correction 15 15 20
ui efficiency 2 29 20
Backgrounds 10 20 20
TABLE IX. The statistical correlation coefficients obtained
from Monte Carlo ensemble tests fitting theW boson mass for 260
samples of 11 089 events each.
Correlation matrix
mT pT(e) pT(n)
mT 1 0.634 0.601
pT(e) 0.634 1 0.149
pT(n) 0.601 0.149 1
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same way as the spectra from collider data, i.e. using MRST
parton distribution functions. Table VII lists the variation of
the fitted ECW mass values relative to MRST. The CC and
EC W mass uncertainty from this source is taken to be fully
correlated, taking the relative signs of the mass shifts into
account.
We find that the combination of the CC and ECW boson
mass measurements is less sensitive to PDF variations, than
for the CC measurement alone. The PDF uncertainty in the
CC measurement is 11 MeV. The PDF uncertainty in the
CC1EC combined measurement is 7 MeV. As expected, the
larger combined rapidity coverage makes the observed trans-
verse mass and transverse momentum distributions less sen-
sitive to the longitudinal boost of theW boson.
4. Parton luminosity
The uncertainty of 1023 GeV21 in the parton luminosity
slopeb ~Sec. V! translates into an uncertainty in the fittedW
andZ boson masses. We estimate the sensitivity in the fitted
W and Z masses by fitting Monte Carlo spectra generated
with different values ofb. The uncertainty inb is taken to
be fully correlated between the CC and ECW mass analyses.
5. Radiative decays
We assign an error to the modeling of radiative decays
based on varying the detector parameterR0 ~Sec. V!. R0
defines the maximum separation between the photon and
electron directions above which the photon energy is not
included in the electron shower. In general, radiation shifts
the fitted mass down for the transverse mass and electron fits,
because for a fraction of the events the photon energy is
subtracted from the electron. Hence increasingR0 decreases
the radiative shift. Both the fittedW andZ masses depend on
R0. To estimate the systematic error, we fit Monte Carlo
spectra generated with different values ofR0. GEANT detec-
tor simulations show that, for anR0 variation of67 cm, the
electron-photon cluster overlap changes to give the maxi-
mum variation in the electron identification efficiency. The
changes in the mass fits when varyingR0 by 67 cm are
listed in Table VII.
There are also theoretical uncertainties in the radiative
decay calculation. Initial state QED radiation is not included
in the calculation of Ref.@40#. However, initial state radia-
tion does not affect the kinematic distributions used to fit the
mass in the final state. We studied the effect of QED radia-
tion off the initial state quarks on the parton luminosity by
computing the parton luminosity including and excluding
QED radiative effects on the quark momentum distribution.
The change in the parton luminosity slope parameter was
less than half of the quoted uncertainty on the parameter,
which was dominated by acceptance effects.
The calculation of Ref.@40# includes only processes in
which a single photon is radiated. We use the code provided
by the authors of Ref.@50# to estimate the shift introduced in
the measuredW and Z masses by neglecting two-photon
emission. The estimated shifts in theW andZ fitted masses
due to two-photon radiation are shown in Table VII. Since
this effect is an order of magnitude smaller than the statisti-
cal uncertainty in our measurement, we do not correct for it,
but add it in quadrature to the uncertainty due to radiative
corrections. The uncertainty in the radiative correction is
taken to be fully correlated between the CC and ECW mass
analyses.
6. W boson width
The uncertainty on the fittedW mass corresponds to the
uncertainty in the measured value of theW boson width
GW52.06260.059 GeV@35#. We take this uncertainty to be
fully correlated between the CC and ECW mass analyses.
Our recent measurement of theW width @51# considerably
improves the precision ofGW and would reduce theW mass
uncertainty from this source. However, since this is already a
small source of uncertainty, the impact on the totalW mass
uncertainty is small.
C. Detector model parameters
The uncertainties in the parameters of the detector model
determined in Secs. VI–VII translate into uncertainties in the
W mass measurement. We study the sensitivity of theW
mass measurement to the values of the parameters by fitting
the data with spectra generated by the fast Monte Carlo
model with input parameters modified by61 standard de-
viation.
Table VII lists the variation in the measured ECW mass
due to variation in the individual parameters. For each item
the uncertainty is determined with a typical Monte Carlo
statistical error of 5 MeV. To achieve this precision, 10–20
3106W→en decays are simulated for each item.
The residual calorimeter nonlinearity is parametrized by
the offsetdEC. The electron momentum resolution is param-
etrized bycEM . The electron angle calibration includes the
effects of the parametersbFDC and bEC, discussed in Sec.
VI. The recoil response is parametrized bya rec andb rec. The
recoil resolution is parametrized bysrec and amb. Electron
removal refers to the biasDui introduced in theui measure-
ment by the removal of the cells occupied by the electron.
Selection bias refers to theui efficiency.
D. Backgrounds
We determine the sensitivity of the fit results to the as-
sumed background normalizations and shapes by repeating
the fits to the data with background shapes and normaliza-
tions modified by61 standard deviation. Table VII lists the
uncertainties introduced in the ECW boson mass measure-
ment.
XIII. COMBINED EC AND CC W BOSON MASS ERROR
ANALYSIS
The measurement of theW mass requires the knowledge
of many parameters in our model of theW production, decay
and detector response. These parameters are constrained by
measurements, and in some cases by theoretical input. TheW
mass error analysis involves the propagation of the measure-
ment or theoretical uncertainties to the error matrix on the
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parameters, which is then propagated further to the error ma-
trix on the CC and ECW mass measurements. The error
matrix allows us to combine the fittedW mass values using
the different data samples and techniques into a single value
with a combined error.
We identify the following parameters of relevance to the
W mass measurements in the EC and CC:
~i! W mass statistical errorsdvCC anddvEC.
~ii ! EM scalesaCC andaEC.
~iii ! EM offset parametersdCC anddEC.
~iv! FDC scalebFDC and FDC-EC relative scalebEC.
~v! CDC scalebCDC.
~vi! EM resolutions~constant terms! cCC andcEC.
~vii ! Recoil responseaW rec representing jointly the response
parametersa rec andb rec.
~viii ! Recoil resolutionqW rec representing jointly the had-
ronic sampling termsrec and the effects of the underlying
eventamb.
~ix! BackgroundsbCC andbEC.
~x! uuu correctionsuCC anduEC.
~xi! uuu efficiencies«CC and«EC.
~xii ! Radiative corrections as a function of the photon
coalescing radiusR0.
~xiii ! Parton luminosityb.
~xiv! Theoretical modelingtW.
We take the EM scales, EM offsets, angular scales,uuu
corrections, parton luminosity and the radiative correction to
be a set of parameters that jointly determine the measuredW
andZ masses. We also take the EM resolution parameters as
a correlated set. We take the CC and EC backgrounds anduuu
efficiencies to be uncorrelated. The recoil modelling and the
theoretical modelling@including PDFs, pT(W) spectrum,
parton luminosity, radiative corrections andW width# are
treated as being common between the CC and the EC analy-
ses. For all correlated parameters the sign of theW mass
correlation is determined by the relative sign of the mass
shifts.
The following measurements provide information on the
values of these parameters:
~i! The Z mass measurementsMZ
CC/CC, MZ
CC/EC, and
MZ
EC/EC.
~ii ! FDC radial calibrationuFDC and FDC-EC relative ra-
dial calibrationuEC.
~iii ! CDC z calibrationuCDC.
~iv! CC and EC EM offset measurementsoCC andoEC.
~v! Gaussian width fitted toZ boson peaksZ
CC/CC, sZ
CC/EC,
andsZ
EC/EC.
~vi! pT balance inZ events.
~vii ! Width of pT balance inZ events.
~viii ! Measurements ofui correction andui efficiency.
~ix! Constraints on theoretical model~bosonpT from DO”
data,W width from world data including DO” data, and PDFs
and parton luminosity from world data!.
We express the variations on the various calibration quan-
tities ~such asZ mass, EM offset, and angular scales, collec-
tively referred to asCW ) and theZ width measurements as a
linear combination of the variations on the parameters
dCW 5DCdpW
dsW Z5DsdcWEM ~47!
where
dCW 5~dMZ
CC/CC,dMZ
CC/EC,dMZ
EC/EC,duFDC,duEC,
duCDC,doCC,doEC,dR0 ,duCC,duEC,db!,
dpW 5~daCC,daEC,dbFDC,dbEC,dbCDC,
ddCC,ddEC,dR0 ,duCC,duEC,db) ~48!
and
dsW Z5~dsZ
CC/CC,dsZ
CC/EC,dsZ
EC/EC!,
dcWEM5~dcCC,dcEC!. ~49!
TheD matrices contain the partial derivatives of the observ-
ables with respect to the parameters.
Similarly, the variations on theW mass are related lin-
early to the parameter variations
dMW W5DWdpW 1DsWdc
W
EM1D recoil scaledaW rec
1D recoil resolutiondqW rec1DbackgrounddbW
1DuduW 1D«d«W 1D theoryd tW1dvW ~50!
wheredMW W5(dMW
CC,dMW
EC).
Knowing the components ofdCW and dsW Z , we compute
the covariance matrix for the parameters inpW andcWEM . Since
there are more measurements than parameters, we use the
generalized least squares fitting procedure for this purpose.
We then propagate the parameter covariance matrices into
the covariance matrix for the CC and ECW mass measure-
ments using Eq.~50!, by identifying the covariance matrix
with the expected value ofdMW W(dMW W)
T, whereT indicates
the transpose. The various contributions todMW W are inde-
pendent; hence they contribute additively to the total covari-
ance matrix.
The CCW mass measurements@4# were obtained using
the MRS(A8) parton distribution functions. We adjust these
measurements by the estimated shifts~see Table VIII! when
using the MRST parton distribution functions. Thus we use
the following W mass values extracted from the CC data to
combine with our EC measurements:
MW
CC580.443 GeV ~mT fit!
MW
CC580.459 GeV @pT~e! fit#
MW
CC580.401 GeV @pT~n! fit#. ~51!
The combinedW massMW for a set ofn W mass mea-
surementsmi and their covariance matrixV is given by
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MW5S (
i , j 51
n
Hi j mj D Y S (
i , j 51
n
Hi j D , ~52!
whereH[V21 and i , j run over theW mass measurements
being combined. The combined error is given by
s~MW!5S (
i , j 51
n
Hi j D 21/2, ~53!
and thex2 for the combination is given by
x25 (
i , j 51
n
~mi2MW!Hi j ~mj2MW!. ~54!
XIV. RESULTS
We use the covariance matrix described above to obtain
the total uncertainty on the ECW mass measurements and to
combine our CC and EC measurements. We obtain the fol-
lowing results for the transverse mass fit:
MW
EC580.75760.107~stat!60.204~syst! GeV
580.75760.230 GeV ~55!
and
MW580.50460.097 GeV ~CC and EC combined!.
~56!
The x2 for the CC1EC mT combination is 1.5 for one de-
gree of freedom, with a probability of 23%.
Similarly, for thepT(e) fit we obtain
MW
EC580.54760.128~stat!60.203~syst! GeV
580.54760.240 GeV ~57!
and
MW580.48060.126 GeV ~CC and EC combined!.
~58!
The x2 for the CC1EC pT(e) combination is 0.1 with a
probability of 74%.
For thepT(n) fit we obtain
MW
EC580.74060.159~stat!60.310~syst! GeV
580.74060.348 GeV ~59!
and
MW580.436 0.171 GeV ~CC and EC combined!.
~60!
The x2 for the CC1EC pT(n) combination is 1.0 with a
probability of 32%.
The combination of themT , pT(e) and pT(n) fit values
for the EC give the combined ECW mass result
MW580.69160.227 GeV. ~61!
The x2/NDF is 4.0/2, with a probability of 14%.
We combine all six measurements~CC and EC fits with
the three techniques! to obtain the combined 1994–1995
measurement
MW580.49860.095 GeV. ~62!
The x2/NDF is 5.1/5, with a probability of 41%. The consis-
tency of the six results indicates that we understand the in-
gredients of our model and their uncertainties. Including the
measurement from the 1992–1993 data gives the 1992–1995
data measurement:
MW580.48260.091 GeV. ~63!
Table X lists the DO” W mass measurement uncertainties
from the 1994–1995 end calorimeter data alone and the com-
bined 1994–1995 central and end calorimeter data.
The DO” measurement is in good agreement with other
measurements and is more precise than previously published
results. Table XI lists previously published measurements
with uncertainties below 500 MeV, except previous DO”
TABLE X. W mass uncertainties~in MeV! in the EC measure-
ment and the combined CC1EC measurement from the 1994–1995
data.
Source EC CC1EC
W statistics 108 61
Z statistics 181 59
Calorimeter linearity 52 25
Calorimeter uniformity – 8
Electron resolution 42 19
Electron angle calibration 20 10
Recoil response 17 25
Recoil resolution 42 25
Electron removal 4 12
Selection bias 5 3
Backgrounds 20 9
PDF 17 7
Parton luminosity 2 4
pT(W) 25 15
G(W) 10 10
Radiative corrections 1 12
TABLE XI. Previously published measurements of theW boson
mass.
Measurement MW ~GeV! Reference
CDF 90 79.91060.390 @52#
UA2 92 80.36060.370 @12#
CDF 95 80.41060.180 @13#
L3 99 80.61060.150 @14#
ALEPH 99 80.42360.124 @15#
OPAL 99 80.38060.130 @16#
DELPHI 99 80.27060.145 @17#
DO” 99 combined~this result! 80.48260.091
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measurements which are subsumed into this measurement. A
global fit to all electroweak measurements excluding the di-
rect W mass measurements predictsMW580.367
60.029 GeV@11#. Figure 60 gives a graphical representa-
tion of these data.
We evaluate the radiative correctionsDr EW , defined in
Eq. ~1!. Our measurement ofMW from Eq. ~63! leads to
Dr EW520.032260.0059, ~64!
5.5 standard deviations from the tree level value, demonstrat-
ing the need for higher-order electroweak loop corrections.
In Fig. 61 we compare the measuredW boson and top quark
masses@20# from DO” with the values predicted by the stan-
dard model for a range of Higgs mass values@53#. Also
shown is the prediction from the calculation in Ref.@22# for
a model involving supersymmetric particles assuming the
chargino, Higgs boson, and left-handed selectron masses are
greater than 90 GeV. The measured values are in agreement
with the prediction of the standard model, and in even better
agreement with a supersymmetric extension of the standard
model.
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